
 
 
 
JOB TITLE:  Condiment Maker – Cold Fill Kitchen Assistant  
LOCATION: Tracklements HQ, Easton Grey, Wiltshire 
SALARY: Competitive 
 
Who are we and where are we going? 
Tracklements is a medium-sized manufacturer of the best-quality, natural, handmade condiments. 
We’ve been making these condiments since 1970 when our esteemed founder, William, discovered 
a recipe for wholegrain mustard in a 17th century diary. We now make over 60 products, all to 
traditional methods and excellent quality. Our purpose is to bring condiments as good as the best 
homemade to people without them having to make them themselves. To delight and inspire, adding 
flavour and awe (!) to people’s meals. We’re growing and have an aim to be nationally recognised. 
 
We have strong company values which guide us in all that we do and in making Tracklements a 
happy and exciting place to work. We have an ethos to “do the right thing” even when no one is 
watching. To be honest, authentic, enthusiastic food-lovers which helps guide us in everything we do 
and how we unite as a team to reach our company aims. 
 
Job overview: 
Turning the best ingredients into the best quality products takes skill. Our cold fill kitchen team make 
our award-winning Strong Horseradish, our 11 mustards and our Piccalilli, and ensure every jar is as 
good as the best homemade for food lovers around the world. The role reports directly to the 
Operations Manager and is perfect for a hard-working, determined candidate with an eye for detail.  
 
Roles and responsibilities: 
Responsibility for making cold-fill products, ensuring every jar is perfect. 
 
- Following recipes to make condiments and fermented products. 
- The use of a range of equipment for slicing, dicing, mixing, grinding, pickling and fermenting 

products. 
- Responsibility for the ongoing excellent quality of the products. 
- Responsibility for completing production records. 
- Communicating any raw ingredients requirements. 
- Manual handling where required. 
- Responsibility for keeping production kitchen clean and tidy. 
- Suggesting continuous improvements for systems and processes. 
- Any special assigned duties. 
  
 



 
 
About you: 
- You will be an ambassador for our company and share our brand values; be honest, 

hardworking, enthusiastic for producing the best products possible. 
- Be dynamic, flexible and have a hands-on approach to getting the job done. 
- Enthusiasm to gain an understanding in how these products are made. 
- Be an excellent team player. 
- Excellent in timekeeping, care and attention to detail 
- Enthusiasm and self-motivation. 
- Happy to take direction whether written or verbal. 
  
 
If this sounds like you, we’d love to hear from you - to apply please send a copy of your CV and 
covering letter to jobs@tracklements.co.uk. 
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